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Abstract—In this paper, we overview the 2009 Simulated Car
Racing Championship—an event comprising three competitions
held in association with the 2009 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation (CEC), the 2009 ACM Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation Conference (GECCO), and the 2009 IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Games (CIG). First, we
describe the competition regulations and the software framework.
Then, the five best teams describe the methods of computational
intelligence they used to develop their drivers and the lessons they
learned from the participation in the championship. The organizers provide short summaries of the other competitors. Finally,
we summarize the championship results, followed by a discussion
about what the organizers learned about 1) the development of
high-performing car racing controllers and 2) the organization of
scientific competitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
URING the last three years, several simulated car racing
competitions have been organized in conjunction with
leading international conferences. Researchers from around
the world submitted car controllers for a racing game; the
controllers were evaluated by racing against each other on
a set of unknown tracks; the one achieving the best results
won. In 2009, the first simulated car racing championship was
organized as a joined event of three conferences: 2009 IEEE
Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC, Trondheim,
Norway), the 2009 ACM Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO, Montréal, QC, Canada), and the
2009 IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence and
Games (CIG, Milan, Italy). The championship consisted of
nine races on nine different tracks divided into three legs, one
for each conference, involving three Grand Prix competitions
each. Competitors were allowed to update their drivers during
the championship by submitting a different driver to each
leg. Each Grand Prix competition consisted of two stages: the
qualifying stage and the main race. In the qualifying stage, each
driver raced alone for a fixed amount of time. The eight drivers
that performed best during the qualifying stage moved to the
main race event, which consisted of five laps. At the end of
each race event, drivers were scored using the Formula 1 (F1)1
point system. Winners were awarded based on their scores in
each conference competition. At the end, the team that scored
the most points over all three legs won the championship.
In this paper, we overview the 2009 Simulated Car Racing
Championship. In Section II, we describe the background of the
competition and previous competitions related to it. Then, we
describe the software framework developed for the competition
in Section III, while in Section IV, we describe the competition
rules. In Section V, the authors of the five best controllers describe their own work while the organizers briefly describe the
other competitors. In Section VI, we report the results of the
competition, and in Section VII, we discuss what we learned
from the competitions regarding both 1) the design of competitive car racing controllers and 2) the organization of a scientific
competition involving artificial intelligence in a game context.
Finally, in Section VIII, we discuss the future of the competition.

D

II. BACKGROUND
A. Previous Work on Simulated Car Racing
This series of competitions did not arise out of a vacuum; for
the last six years, a substantial number of papers have been published about applying computational intelligence techniques to
1http://www.formula1.com/
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simulated car racing in one form or another. Many, but not all,
of these papers are due to the organizers and participants in this
competition. In what is probably the first paper on the topic,
neural networks were evolved to drive a single car on a single
track as fast as possible in a simple homemade racing game
[1]. The paper also established the approach of using simulated
rangefinder sensors as primary inputs to the controller, which
has been adopted in most subsequent papers and in this competition. A number of papers using versions of the same experimental setup investigated, for example, the learning of racing
skills on multiple tracks, competitive coevolution of controllers,
imitation of human driving styles, and evolution of new racing
tracks to suit human driving styles; summaries of these developments are available in [2] and [3]. Later papers have investigated
different approaches to imitating human driving styles [4], [5],
generating interesting driving [6], and online learning [7].
B. Previous Game-Related Competitions
The simulated car racing competitions are part of a larger
group of competitions that have been organized over the last
few years in association with the IEEE CEC and the IEEE CIG
in particular. These competitions are based on popular board
games (such as Go and Othello) or video games (such as PacMan, Super Mario Bros, and Unreal Tournament). In most of
these competitions, competitors submit controllers in some programming language, which interfaces to an application program
interface (API) built by the organizers of the competition. The
winner of the competition usually is the person or the team that
submitted the controller that played the game best, either on
its own (for single-player games such as Pac-Man) or against
others (in adversarial games such as Go). Usually, prizes of a
few hundred U.S. dollars are associated with each competition
and a certificate is always awarded. Usually, there is no requirement that the submitted controllers exploit methods of computational intelligence algorithms but in many cases the winners
turn out to include such computational intelligence methods in
some form or another. Some of these competitions have been
very popular with both conference attendants and the media, including coverage in mainstream news channels such as New Scientist and Le Monde. The submitting teams tend to comprise students, faculty members, and persons not currently in academia
(e.g., working as software developers).
A number of guidelines for how to hold successful competitions of these sorts have gradually emerged from the experience
of running these competitions. These include having a simple
interface that anyone can get started within a few minutes’ time,
being platform and programming language independent whenever possible, and open-sourcing both competition software and
submitted controllers.
There are several reasons for holding such competitions as
part of the regular events organized by the computational intelligence community. A main motivation is to improve benchmarking of learning algorithms. Benchmarking is frequently
done using very simple testbed problems, which may capture
some aspects of the complexity of real-world problems. When
researchers report results on more complex problems, the technical complexities of accessing, running, and interfacing to the
benchmarking software might prevent independent validation of

and comparison with the published results. Here, competitions
have the role of providing software, interfaces, and scoring procedures to fairly and independently evaluate competing algorithms and development methodologies.
Another strong incentive for running these competitions is
the stimulation of particular research directions. Existing algorithms get applied to new areas and the effort needed to participate in a competition is (or at least should be) less than it
takes to come up with the results for a new problem, writing
a completely new paper. Competitions might even bring new
researchers into the computational intelligence fields, both academics and nonacademics. Another admittedly big reason for
the stimulating effect, especially for game-related competitions,
is that it simply looks cool and often produces admirable videos.
In 2007, simulated car racing competitions were organized
as part of the IEEE CEC and the IEEE CIG. These competitions used a graphically and mechanically simpler game. Partly
because of the simplicity of the software, these competitions
enjoyed a good degree of participation. The organization, submitted entries, and results of these competitions were subsequently published in [8].
In 2008, simulated car racing competitions were again held
as part of the same two conferences, as well as of the ACM
GECCO conference. Those competitions were similar to those
of the year before in their overall idea and execution, but there
were several important differences. The main difference was
that the event was built around a much more complex car racing
game, the open-source racing game The Open Racing Car Simulator (TORCS). While the main reason for using this game was
that the more complex car simulations (especially the possibility
for having many cars on the track at the same time with believable collision handling) poses new challenges for the controllers to overcome, other reasons included the possibility of
convincing, e.g., the game industry that computational intelligence algorithms can handle “real” games and not only academically conceived benchmarks and the increased attention that a
more sophisticated graphical depiction of the competition generates (see Fig. 1).
The 2009 championship was technically very similar to the
2008 competitions, using the same game and a slightly updated
version of the competition software package. Our efforts went
into simplifying the installation and usage of the software,
sorting out bugs and clarifying rules rather than adding new
features. The real evolution has been in the submitted controllers, the best of which have improved considerably and,
as can be seen from the descriptions below, now constitute
state-of-the-art applications of computational intelligence (CI)
techniques for delivering high-performing solutions to a practical problem.
III. THE COMPETITION SOFTWARE
In this section, we briefly describe the competition software
we developed for the championship as an extension of the
TORCS game, which we first adopted for the 2008 World Congress on Computational Intelligence (WCCI) and the 2008 CIG
simulated car racing competitions. In particular, we overview
TORCS and illustrate the modifications we did to introduce an
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Fig. 1. Screenshot from a TORCS race.

unified sensor model, real-time interactions, and independence
from a specific programming language.
A. The TORCS Game
TORCS [9] is a state-of-the-art open-source car racing simulator. It falls somewhere between being an advanced simulator,
like recent commercial car racing games, and a fully customizable environment, like the ones typically used by researchers
in computational intelligence for benchmarking purposes. On
the one hand, TORCS is the best free alternative to commercial
racing games in that:
i) it features a sophisticated physics engine, which takes into
account many aspects of the racing car (e.g., collisions,
traction, aerodynamics, fuel consumption, etc.);
ii) it provides a rather sophisticated 3-D graphics engine for
the visualization (Fig. 1);
iii) it also provides a lot of game content (i.e., several tracks,
car models, controllers, etc.), resulting in a countless
number of possible game situations.
On the other hand, TORCS has been specifically devised to allow
the users to develop their own car controllers, their own bots, as
separate C++ modules, which can be easily compiled and added
to the game. At each control step (game tick), a bot can access

the current game state, which includes information about the
car and the track as well as the other cars on the track; a bot
can control the car using the gas/brake pedals, the gear stick,
and the steering wheel. The game distribution includes many
programmed bots, which can be easily customized or extended
to build new bots. TORCS users developed several bots, which
often compete in international competitions such as the driver
championship2 or those organized by the TORCS racing board.3
B. Extending TORCS for the Championship
TORCS comes as a standalone application in which the bots
are C++ programs, compiled as separate modules, which are
loaded into main memory when a race takes place. This structure has three major drawbacks with respect to the organization
of a scientific competition. First, races are not in real time since
bots’ execution is blocking: if a bot takes a long time to decide what to do it simply blocks the game execution. This was
an issue also afflicting the software used in earlier car racing
competitions (e.g., the one organized at the 2007 IEEE CEC).
Second, since there is no separation between the bots and the
2http://speedy.chonchon.free.fr/tdc/
3http://www.berniw.org/trb/
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the API developed for the competition.

simulation engine, the bots have full access to all the data structures defining the track and the current status of the race. As
a consequence, each bot can use different information for its
driving strategy. Furthermore, bots can analyze the complete
state of the race (e.g., the track structure, the opponents position,
speed, etc.) to plan their actions. Accordingly, a fair comparison
among methods of computational intelligence, using the original TORCS platform, would be difficult since different methods
might access different pieces of information. Last but not least,
TORCS restricts the choice of the programming language to
C/C++ since the bots must be compiled as loadable modules
of the main TORCS application, which is written in C++.
The software for the 2009 Simulated Car Racing Championship extends the original TORCS architecture in three
respects. First, it structures TORCS as a client–server applications: the bots run as external processes connected to the
race server through UDP connections. Second, it adds real
time: every game tick (which roughly corresponds to 20 ms of
simulated time), the server sends the current sensory inputs to
each bot and waits for 10 ms (of real time) to receive an action
from the bot. If no action arrives, the simulation continues
and the last performed action is used. Finally, the competition
software creates a physical separation between the driver code
and the race server, building an abstraction layer, that is, a
sensors and actuators model, which 1) gives complete freedom
of choice regarding the programming language used for bots
and 2) restricts the access to the information provided by the
designer.
The architecture of the competition software is shown in
Fig. 2. The game engine is the same as the original TORCS;
the main modification is the new server bot, which manages
the connection between the game and a client bot using UDP.
A race involves one server bot for each client; each server bot
listens on a separate port of the race server. At the beginning,
each client bot identifies itself with a corresponding server bot
establishing a connection. As the race starts, each server bot
sends the current sensory information to its client and awaits
an action until 10 ms (of real time) have passed. Every game
tick, which corresponds to 20 ms of simulated time, the server
updates the state of the race. A client can also request special
actions (e.g., a race restart) by sending a message to the server.

Fig. 3. Details of four sensors: (a) angle and track sensors; (b) trackPos and
four of the 36 opponent sensors.

Each controller perceives the racing environment through a
number of sensor readings, which reflect both the surrounding
environment (the tracks and the opponents) and the current
game state. A controller can invoke basic driving commands
to control the car. Table I reports the list of available sensors; Table II reports all available control actions (see [10]
for additional details); Fig. 3 shows the four sensors in detail
(angle, track and trackPos and four of the 36 opponent sensors).
Controllers had to act quickly on the basis of the most recent
sensory information to properly control the car; a slow controller would be inherently penalized since it would be working
on lagged information.
To further facilitate the participation in the competition, a
client with simple APIs as well as a sample programmed controller were provided for C++ and Java languages and for Windows, Mac, and Linux operating systems.
IV. RULES AND REGULATIONS
The 2009 Simulated Car Racing Championship was a joined
event comprising three competitions held at 1) the 2009 IEEE
CEC, 2) the 2009 ACM GECCO, and 3) the 2009 IEEE CIG.
The championship consisted of nine races on nine different
tracks divided into three legs, one for each conference, involving three Grand Prix competitions each. Teams were
allowed to update their driver during the championship by
submitting a different driver to each leg. Each leg consisted
of two stages: the qualifying and the actual Grand Prix races.
During the qualifying stage, each driver raced alone for 10 000
game ticks, which corresponds to approximately 3 min and 20
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drivers were scored using the F1 system: ten points to the
first controller that completed the five laps, eight points to the
second one, six to the third one, five to the fourth one, four to
the fifth one, three to the sixth one, two to the seventh one, and
one to the eighth one. In addition, the driver performing the
fastest lap in the race and the driver completing the race with
the smallest amount of damage received two additional points
each. Winners were awarded based on their scoring in each
conference competition. At the end, the winner of the 2009
Simulated Car Racing Championship was the team who scored
the most points summed over all three legs.
V. THE COMPETITORS
Thirteen teams participated in the championship. Five teams
updated their drivers between competitions; all the other seven
teams submitted one driver; two of these teams participated only
in the last leg held at the 2009 IEEE CIG. In this section, the best
five teams describe their controllers at length highlighting: 1)
what methods of computational intelligence they used for online and offline training, 2) how the development of the controller was structured, 3) the main challenges they faced, 4) their
main successes of the approach they followed, and 5) the main
strength and weaknesses of their controller with respect to the
other competitors. At the end of this section, we also give brief
descriptions of the other seven competitors.
A. Enrique Onieva and David A. Pelta

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF AVAILABLE EFFECTORS

s of the actual game time. The eight drivers that covered the
largest distances qualified for the actual Grand Prix races. The
actual races took place on the same three tracks used during
the qualifying stage. The goal of each race was to complete
five laps finishing in first place. At the end of each race, the

The idea behind this bot is to have a driving architecture based
on a set of simple controllers. Each controller is implemented
as an independent module in charge of a basic driving action;
each module is rather simple and intuitive so that it is very easy
to modify and tune. In particular, the architecture consists of
six modules for 1) gear control, 2) target speed, 3) speed control, 4) steering control, 5) learning, and 6) opponents management. Gear control shifts between gears and also interacts
with a “car stuck” detector, by applying the reverse gear. Target
speed determines the maximum allowed speed on a track segment. Speed control uses the throttle and brake pedals to achieve
the speed determined by the target speed module. It also implements a traction control system (TCS) and an antilock brake
system (ABS) to avoid slipping, by modifying actions over the
throttle and the brake. Steering control acts over the steering
wheel. The learning module detects the segments of the circuit
where the target speed can be increased or reduced; these are
typically long straight segments or segments near bends with a
small curvature radius. Opponents management applies changes
over the steering, gas, and brake outputs to adapt the driving actions when opponents are close.
1) Development: The first architecture submitted was improved after the 2009 IEEE CEC competition [11] with the addition of the learning and the opponents management modules.
The learning module became necessary after observing that
the car systematically went off track in the same points every
lap. In particular, the TCS was added because when the car went
off of the track axis, it occasionally slipped and lost control
(possibly getting stuck). We also made several simple modifications to the other modules to improve the performance. The
overall improvement due to these modifications was impressive
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as the recovery from an off-track position turned out to be much
costlier than the slowing down to keep the car on track. After
few initial tests, we also realized the importance of keeping an
adequate speed in each track segment, which allows the bot to
drive as fast as possible while staying within the track limits.
Instead of defining a priori target speed values, we computed
these values using a fuzzy-logic-based Mamdani controller
[12]. This module is implemented as a fuzzy-rule-based system
using a computational model of the ORdenador Borroso EXperimental (Fuzzy Experimental Computer; ORBEX) fuzzy
coprocessor [13]. ORBEX implements fuzzy systems with
trapezoidal shapes for input variables and singleton shapes
for output variables. These models provide a simplification
in the operations necessary to carry out the fuzzy inference
[14], which makes them a good choice to deal with the low response times required by autonomous driving tasks [15]–[17].
A simple handmade fuzzy controller with seven rules was
implemented. Results showed a good performance as well as a
very simple and interpretable structure. The results for racing
without opponents were very encouraging when compared with
those obtained by the controllers of the competitions held at
the 2008 IEEE CEC and the 2008 IEEE CIG. The performance
in many of the tracks provided by the TORCS engine was
also evaluated, to assess the correct behavior in critical curve
combinations. We also tried to improve the parameters of the
fuzzy system using a genetic algorithm [18]–[20] but at the end
no clear benefits were achieved.
Also the opponents management module turned out to be critical, as racing involves many known and unknown factors. For
example, as the strategy of an opponent is unknown, the decision for braking or overtaking might be a matter of “good luck.”
In the first races involving opponents, the bots provided in the
TORCS distribution were very fast in comparison to our controller; accordingly, our controller was usually overtaken early,
and then it would race alone for the remainder of the race. Later,
to study different racing situations, we conducted an in-depth
analysis of the behavior of our bot when up to 20 opponents were
present. In all the experiments, our bot would always start in the
last position of the grid and we monitored the position achieved
at the end of the race, the damage suffered, and the time per lap
for all the racers. As a result, we implemented a basic racing
strategy involving behaviors to overtake opponents, avoid collisions by a sudden steering movement, and speed reduction before an imminent collision. At the end, it was observed that just
one or two of the opponents (implemented by TORCS’ bots)
were able to achieve a performance comparable to our architecture.
2) Strengths and Weaknesses: The main strength of our proposal lies in its simplicity and in its highly parametric design,
which allows for further improvements by tuning procedures
based on soft computing methods. In addition, the architecture
of the opponents management module makes it possible to perform multiple overtakes while suffering little damage and allows
for the addition of new behaviors (e.g., a behavior to obstruct
being overtaken). Finally, the introduction of a basic learning
module reduces the chances to repeat previous mistakes so as to
significantly improve the lap time during subsequent laps. As for
the weaknesses, our bot currently does not have a global “race

strategy” to, for example, be cautious in the initial laps and aggressive in later ones, or to increase the target speed when it is in
the bottom positions during the race. In our opinion, the design
of such a strategy can lead to a faster and more efficient driver.
B. Martin V. Butz and Thies D. Lönneker—COBOSTAR
The COgnitive BOdySpaces for TORCS-based Adaptive
Racing (COBOSTAR) racer combines the idea of intelligent
sensory-to-motor couplings [21] with the principle of anticipatory behavior [22]. It translates maximally predictive sensory
information into the current target speed and the desired driving
direction. The differences between current and target speeds
and desired and current driving directions then determine the
appropriate control commands.
Adhering to the principle of anticipatory behavior and downscaling the sensory space, the basic behavioral control on track
considers only the distance and the angle of the longest distance-to-track sensor (cf., the “track” sensor in Table I) that is
pointing forward. Off track, where this information is not available, control is based on the angle-to-track axis information and
the distance from the track (cf., “angle” and “trackPos” sensors
in Table I). Both mappings were optimized by means of computational intelligence techniques. Moreover, various other features were added before and after the optimization process, including the antislip regulation (ASR), the ABS, the stuck monitor with backup control, the jump controller, the crash detector
for online learning, and the adaptive opponent avoidance mechanism.
1) Computational Intelligence for Offline Learning: The
mapping was optimized by means of the covariance matrix
adaptation (CMA) evolution strategy [23]. A complex function
mapped the used sensory information onto the target angle and
the target speed [24]. The fitness of a controller was the distance
raced when executing 10 000 game ticks. The on- and off-track
mapping functions were optimized in separate evolutionary
runs.
Various evaluations showed that the resulting optimized parameter values were not globally optimal and sometimes not
even optimal for the optimized track. Thus, it was necessary
to do a final evaluation stage in which the most general parameter set was determined. We chose those parameter values as the
final control values that yielded the longest covered distance averaged over all available tracks in the TORCS simulator.
2) Computational Intelligence for Online Learning: Besides
the offline optimization of the basic sensory-to-motor mapping,
we also developed several online adaptation techniques to improve the driving behavior while driving multiple laps with opponents.
Seeing the available information, it is generally possible to
adjust behavior in the second lap based on the experience gathered in the first lap. In fact, theoretically, it is possible to scan the
track in the first lap and thus reach a near-optimal behavior in
the second lap. Our approach, however, was slightly more cognitively inspired with the aim of adapting a behavior in subsequent laps given a severe crash in a previous lap. Dependent on
the severity of the crash and the controller behavior in the steps
before the crash, the target speed in subsequent laps was lowered
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before the crash point. Adjustment parameters were hand-tuned
in this case.
Moreover, we employed an opponent monitor mechanism in
order to keep track of the relative velocities of the surrounding
cars. To do so, the distance sensors to opponents had to be
tracked over time and had to be assigned to fictional car objects.
The resulting relative velocity information was then essential
to employ effective opponent avoidance. Treating opponents
essentially as moving obstacles, we projected the estimated
time until a crash occurs onto the distance-to-track sensors, if
this time was smaller than the time until a crash into the corresponding track edge. Using these adjusted distance-to-track
sensor values, the steering angle and the target speed were
determined as usual. The result was an emergent opponent
avoidance behavior, which proved to be relatively robust and
effective.
3) Development: The general controller development started
with the design of the sensory-to-motor mapping functions.
Next, CMA optimization was completed for the on-track mapping using a rudimentary off-track control strategy. With the
evolved parameters, we then optimized the off-track mapping
and finally did another round of on-track optimization. At this
last stage, we also cross evaluated the evolved parameter sets
on other tracks and chose the most generally successful setting
for the submissions to the competition. While we left the
general sensory-to-motor mappings untouched over the three
competitions in 2009, we improved various other behavioral
aspects.
4) Challenges and Successes: After COBOSTAR’s success
at the 2009 IEEE CEC, we mainly worked on further parameter optimization, which however did not yield any real performance improvements. Meanwhile, we overlooked the importance of opponent avoidance, especially because the racers
available in the TORCS simulator itself all drive rather well so
that serious crashes due to opponent interactions were very rare.
The third place at the 2009 ACM GECCO competition convinced us that opponent avoidance must be the crucial factor
(especially also seeing that COBOSTAR was first in the qualifying stage) for success in the final competition during the 2009
IEEE CIG. The idea of an opponent monitor and the subsequent
projection of the opponents onto the distance-to-track sensors
yielded a solution that required the least other modifications of
the controller. Additionally, though, we added or improved several other strategy aspects including jump detection, stuck recovery, off-track speed reduction, and crash adaptation in subsequent laps. The success at the 2009 IEEE CIG proved that the
modifications were worthwhile.
5) Strengths and Weaknesses: The strength of our controller
lies in its simplicity and the use of the most informative sensory
information. For control, anticipatory information is clearly
most effective—and in the TORCS simulation, this is the
distance-to-track sensory information. Moreover, the indirect
mapping from sensors to target speeds and then to the actual
throttle or break application proved effective, yielding smooth
and effective vehicle behaviors. While a strength might also be
seen only in taking the maximum distance sensor information
into account, a weakness certainly is that no additional information was considered. For example, the distance sensors next
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to the farthest may contain additional information about the
exact radius of the curve ahead. Our biggest competitor [11]
did use this additional information, which may be the reason
why we were partially beaten by their controller. Nonetheless,
also their controller used indirect distance-to-track-based sensory-to-motor mappings and thus generally the same control
principle. The robustness additions we added to our controller
and especially the adaptive opponent avoidance made our controller marginally superior in the final leg of the competition.
C. Luigi Cardamone
This controller is a slightly modified version of the winner
of the 2008 IEEE CIG simulated car racing competition [25],
[26]. The idea behind our approach is to develop a competitive
driver from scratch using as little domain knowledge as possible.
Our architecture consists of an evolved neural network implementing a basic driving behavior, coupled with scripted behaviors for the start, the crash–recovery, the gear change, and the
overtaking.
In neuroevolution, the choice of the network inputs and outputs plays a key role. In our case, we selected the inputs which
provide information directly correlated to driving actions, that
is, the speed and the rangefinder inputs. We selected two outputs: one to control the steering wheel and one to control both
the accelerator and the brake. When the car is on a straight
stretch, the accelerator/brake output is ignored and the car is
forced to accelerate as much as possible. This design forces the
controller to drive as fast as possible right from the beginning
and prevents the evolutionary search from wasting time on safe
but slow controllers.
Opponent management, including overtaking, is a crucial feature of a competitive driver. In our case, we decided to adopt a
hand-coded policy which adjusts the network outputs when opponents are close. On a straight stretch, our policy always tries to
overtake. When facing a bend, our policy always brakes to avoid
collisions if opponents are too close. This simple policy gave
very good results during the race. In fact, our driver performed
better than faster controllers with less reliable overtaking policies.
Gear shifting and crash recovery are also managed by two
scripted policies, borrowed from bots available in the TORCS
distribution.
Our first controller was not equipped with a policy for the race
start. In the first leg, at the 2009 IEEE CEC, we realized that the
start was crucial in that 1) several crashes usually occur, which
can severely damage cars, and 2) several overtakes are possible,
which can lead to a dramatic improvement of the final result.
Accordingly, since the 2009 ACM GECCO, we introduced a
very simple hand-coded strategy for the race start that basically
tries to overtake all the other cars, as soon as possible by moving
on one side of the track.
1) Computational Intelligence for Offline Learning: To
evolve the neural network for our controller, we applied
neuroevolution of augmenting topologies (NEAT) [27], one
of the most successful and widely applied methods of neuroevolution. NEAT [27] works as the typical population-based
selecto-recombinative evolutionary algorithm: first, the fitness
of the individuals in the population is evaluated; then selection,
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recombination, and mutation operators are applied; this cycle
is repeated until a termination condition is met. NEAT starts
from the simplest topology possible (i.e., a network with all
the inputs connected to all the outputs) and evolves both the
network weights and structure.
In our approach, each network is evaluated by testing it for
one lap. The fitness is a function of the distance raced, the average speed, and the number of game ticks the car spent outside
the track [25], [26]. The learning was performed just on one
track, namely, Wheel 1 [9], which presents most of the interesting features available in the tracks distributed with TORCS.
2) Strengths and Weaknesses: In our opinion, the major
strength of our approach is that it required just a little domain
knowledge to produce a competitive driver. In fact, even the
hand-coded policies we used can be evolved from scratch with
very little effort (see, for instance, [28]). Our approach also
seems to provide a high degree of generalization in that it
performed reasonably well even if training was carried out on
one track only.
The main weakness of our approach is that it tends to evolve
too careful controllers, which drive at the center of the track
most of the time. Accordingly, our approach cannot produce
drivers following the optimal track trajectory. Another weakness is the lack of any form of online adaptation: once the best
controller is deployed, no further learning takes place. However,
we are currently working toward adding some sort of online
learning at different stages [7].
D. Diego Perez and Yago Saez
The main idea behind our controller is to design an autonomous vehicle guidance system that can tackle a wide
variety of situations. To deal with such a difficult goal, the
driver’s logic has been organized in three modules: 1) a finite
state machine (FSM), 2) a fuzzy logic module, and 3) a classifier module.
The FSM module is intended to provide the controller with a
sense of state; thus, once the controller has been appropriately
trained, it can remember whether it is preparing for tasks such
as taking a turn, overtaking another car, or veering off the track.
This approach allows the designers to code appropriate behaviors inside the states.
The fuzzy logic module retrieves information from the sensors and utilizes it to move between the states of the FSM.
Fuzzy logic systems are well-known and widely used methods
for building controllers [29]. The one developed here works as
the one presented in [30].
The classifier module selects a subset of the input sensors and
tries to predict the type of track stretch the car is in, such as a
bend, a straight, or the approach to or departure from a turn. The
predicted class is used to guide state transitions in the FSM.
1) Computational Intelligence for Offline Learning: Two
methods of computational intelligence were applied offline to
build the controller. The J48 decision tree builder [31] was used
for the classifier module using as inputs the angle between the
car and the track and the distances to the edges. The decision
tree outputs a class value which indicates whether the car is on
a straight stretch, on a bend, or close to a bend. In addition, the

shapes of the fuzzy sets and some internal parameters of the
FSM were tuned offline using a multiobjective genetic algorithm (more precisely, nondominated sorting genetic algorithm
II (NSGA-II) [32]). The evolutionary algorithm was applied to
minimize both the lap time and also the number of mistakes
made while driving (e.g., the damage suffered, the time spent
off track, etc.).
2) Computational Intelligence for Online Learning: The
proposed architecture is not designed for online learning and
thus no method of computational intelligence was applied while
driving.
3) Development: The fundamental assumption underlying
the development of this controller is that if the driver knows
1) what type of stretch is facing and 2) what the car is doing
(e.g., taking a turn, recovering from an off-track position, etc.),
then the driver can take the most appropriate driving decisions.
Accordingly, one of the first tasks we addressed was the identification of the track shape. For this purpose, we gathered a large
amount of training data by capturing all the input sensors using
several tracks for which the different stretches were manually
identified. We tested several sets of attributes and several classifiers (e.g., PART, J48, neural networks, -means, etc. [33]); at
the end, we selected a decision tree built by J48, which achieved
an overall accuracy of the 97% using just the data regarding the
car’s angle and distance to track edges. Then, we built a set of
fuzzy rules to interpret the other sensory data. Fuzzy sets were
used to determine several race situations such as being outside,
running very fast, being oriented to the left, or having an edge
very close. The shape of this set was initially defined by hand
and eventually tuned using an evolutionary algorithm.
When all the input data have been transformed into fuzzy sets
and classes, we developed an FSM with four states: run, prepare
turn, turn, and backtotrack. The transitions among these states
are triggered by the discretized inputs obtained in the previous
stage. In addition, the current state is updated during each game
tick and generates the values to update the actuators (i.e., throttle
and steering). Finally, the offline training process is performed
by applying NSGA-II to optimize the system parameters so as to
minimize both the lap time and the number of mistakes. For this
purpose, we used four tracks with a wide variety of characteristics. At the end of the optimization process, as all the controllers
from the Pareto front were optimal, we had them competing and
selected the best one to participate in the actual competition.
4) Challenges and Successes: A major challenge we faced
during the development of our controller was the generation of
the data set to build the classifier. For this purpose, we created a
basic controller to collect racing data affected by as little noise
as possible. Since the controller would collect a huge amount of
information, the attribute selection process was crucial to this
phase. Notwithstanding the several challenges, at the end, we
obtained a classifier with an impressive 97% accuracy, which
we consider a great success. As the development also included
a reliability system to ignore possible noise, the resulting classes
were accurately obtained for almost all classifications.
5) Strengths and Weaknesses: The main strength of our approach is that the controller, at each cycle, has information about
its state (i.e., about what it is doing) and where it is. This sort of
self-consciousness allows it to recover easily from an incident,
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to come back on the track if the car is outside, or to prepare for
a turn that is coming ahead.
The main weakness is that it was initially designed for
autonomous vehicle guidance. Consequently, it performs quite
well with safe driving on almost all the tracks we tested. However, it is rather careful for a race car competition which usually
needs to brake or accelerate fully. Due to the fuzzy system
developed here, it is almost impossible to find full-braking or
full-acceleration outputs. This is an important problem when
racing against opponents. To deal with this issue, we plan to
design specific sets of rules to modify the fuzzy system in the
next versions of our driver.
E. Jan Quadflieg and Mike Preuss—Mr. Racer
This controller comprises different modules tackling specific
driving aspects. Some of the modules implement simple handcoded heuristics, e.g., the module activating the recovering behavior, the steering module that keeps the car on the track, and
the opponent avoidance module. The controller simply focuses
on driving as fast as possible and does not pay attention to the
opponents, as long as they are not too close. The main idea underlying the development of this controller is that to be competitive a driver must be able 1) to detect the type of track
stretch that the car is immediately heading to and then 2) to
approach the forthcoming track segment with an appropriate
speed. We implemented these two features as independent components: one bend-detection heuristic which classifies track segments and a speed matching component learned offline. The
interface between the two components has been deliberately
chosen to be human interpretable and consists of six types of
track segments: straight, straight approaching turn, full speed
turn, medium speed turn, slow turn, and hairpin turn.
The bend-detection classifier works as follows. At first, the
19 forward track sensors are converted to vectors that have the
car as origin. Then, the longest vector on the right-hand side and
the longest vector on the left-hand side are selected by scanning
from the outermost vector inward. When the car is on a straight
stretch that is not too wide, the same vector is selected twice.
When approaching a turn, the vectors are different. The angles
of all the vectors on the right-hand side and the left-hand side up
to the selected longest vectors are added up. The result is a value
which we map onto the discrete track segment classes using a
hand-coded rule. The steering heuristic has been borrowed from
Kinnaird–Heether (described in [34]) and slightly modified by
tripling the steering angle for in hairpin bends while doubling it
in slow bends.
1) Computational Intelligence for Offline Learning: Once
the class of the approaching track segment is reliably detected
by the bend-detection classifier, it has to be matched with an apevolution strategy
propriate speed. We applied a simple
for adapting a speed table on a given track. The table consists of
six rows for the segment types and five columns of speed values
spread over the range of feasible values, namely, 34, 102, 170,
238, and 306 km/h. Each entry contains a real variable bound
meaning full brake and standing for full accelbetween
eration. For driving according to the table, we look up the two
entries corresponding to the two speed values best matching our
current speed and interpolate the reaction linearly. Starting from
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a rather conservative setting with a full acceleration only set for
low speeds, the table is evolved by driving a fixed time (around
one to three laps, depending on the speed) for each newly generated individual and measuring the distance covered.
While experimenting, we noted that the most robust controllers are evolved when a track with a wide variety of features (e.g., possibly including all different track segment types)
is chosen for learning.
2) Computational Intelligence for Online Learning: Online learning is not incorporated into this controller yet. This
is deemed as a future project when the potentials of offline
learning are fully explored.
3) Development: The modular design of our controller stems
from the two principle assumptions that 1) to simplify development, not too many different tasks should be treated at once; and
2) APIs should be human interpretable to enable programmers
to check whether a specific behavior is coherent and comparable
to the actions of a human driver.
4) Challenges and Successes: We faced two major challenges which we successfully solved 1) to come up with a good
heuristic to recognize the type of the approaching track segment
and 2) to define a good encoding for the offline learning of the
speed control.
5) Strengths and Weaknesses: Mr. Racer is very good at detecting the different types of bends and at staying on track. However, it still drives too slowly from time to time and it is not fully
capable of dealing with opponents.
F. The Other Competitors
In addition to the five best competitors, seven additional
teams entered the championship at various stages.
1) Chung-Cheng Chiu, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan,
submitted a hand-coded and hand-tuned controller. The
steering works by minimizing the angle between the direction of the car and the direction of the track sensor which
returns the largest distance to the edge. Thus, the steering
moves the car toward the wider surrounding empty space.
The speed control and the stuck detection are adapted
from the ones of the example controller included in the
competition software package.
2) Jorge Munoz, Carlos III University of Madrid, Madrid,
Spain, submitted a hand-coded controller with 29 parameters which were tuned by an evolutionary algorithm. Each
set of parameters was evaluated by using it to drive on ten
different tracks for 10 000 game ticks each. The fitness was
computed as a function of the distance raced and the top
(topspeed and more precisely as (distRaced/10 000)
Speed/400). The controller is an updated version of the one
described in [35].
3) Dana Vrajitoru and Charles Guse, Indiana University
South Bend, South Bend, submitted a hand-coded controller. The desired speed is computed with a basic
approach that scales the speed based on the distance to the
next bend. The desired steering is computed based on the
type of the next bend: a hand-tuned heuristic is applied to
identify sharp bends using the track sensors.
4) Paolo Bernardi, Davide Ciambelli, Paolo Fiocchetti, Andrea Manfucci, and Simone Pizzo, University of Perugia,
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE SECOND EVALUATION STAGE OF THE 2009 IEEE CEC LEG; SCORES ARE COMPUTED AS THE MEDIAN OVER SIX RACES

Perugia, Italy, submitted a reactive rule-based controller
constructed partly through the imitation of human driving
styles. An array of sensors including speed, track angle,
and edge distances was discretized, leading to a total of
685 900 possible sensor states. Logs of human gameplay
were then used to infer rules from each sensor state to the
appropriate actions. This rule set was subsequently manually tuned.
5) Ka Chun Wong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong, submitted a hand-coded controller, called simplicity, that implements a relatively straightforward mechanism to compute the desired speed and the desired direction
using both track edge and opponent sensors. The controller
also deals with special cases (e.g., when the car is outside
the asphalt or it is stuck) and includes an ABS filter for
braking. Interestingly, the controller memorizes the points
along the track where crashes occurred by storing a list of
the distFromStartLine values for each crash; in subsequent
laps, the controller slows down when approaching one of
such points.
6) Witold Szymaniak, Poznań University of Technology,
Poznań, Poland, submitted a reactive controller represented as a directed acyclic graph, which was evolved with
Cartesian genetic programming [36] implemented using
the evolutionary computation in Java (ECJ) package [37].
The set of inputs is restricted to angle to track, front track
sensor, speed, lateral speed, and distRaced) and two composite inputs relating to track curvature; most rangefinder
sensors are never used directly. The function nodes implement standard arithmetic, trigonometric, and conditional
functions. Outputs are interpreted as the desired speed and
angle. The gear shifting was taken from the example Java
controller and was coupled with a custom crash recovery
mechanism and ABS. The fitness used during evolution
was rather complicated and took into account the distance
raced (relative to an example reference controller), the
damage taken, and the difficulty of the track segment.
7) Marc Ebner and Thorsten Tiede, Eberhard Karls Universität of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany, submitted a controller evolved with genetic programming using the ECJ
package [37]. The controller consists of two evolved trees:
one controlling the steering angle and one controlling ac-

celeration and deceleration. The controller inputs were defined as a subset of the sensors provided by the competition
software. The fitness function was computed as the average
performance on a set of five different tracks. The detailed
description of the controller is provided in [38].
8) Wolf-Dieter Beelitz, BHR Engineering, Pforzheim, Germany, submitted a rather sophisticated hand-coded controller. This was developed by adapting one of the best controllers, Simplix,4 available in the TORCS community [9]
to the setup of the Simulated Car Racing Competition.
VI. RESULTS OF THE COMPETITION
The championship was organized in three legs, each one
held at a major conference: the 2009 IEEE CEC, the 2009
ACM GECCO, and the 2009 IEEE CIG. Each leg involved
three Grand Prix competitions on three previously unknown
tracks; each Grand Prix competition consisted of two stages:
the qualifying stage and the actual race.
In the first qualifying stage, each controller raced alone in
each of the three tracks and its performance was measured as
the distance covered in 10 000 game ticks (approximately, 3 min
and 20 s of the actual game time). For each track, the controllers
were ranked according to the distance covered (the higher the
covered distance, the better the rank) and then scored using the
F1 point system.5
The eight controllers which received the highest total score
during the qualifying stage moved to the next stage and raced
together in each one of the three tracks. Each race consisted
of five laps. Controllers were scored using the F1 point system
based on their arrival order. In addition, two bonus points were
awarded both 1) to the controller that achieved the fastest lap
during the race and 2) to the controller that suffered the least
amount of damage during the race. To obtain a reliable evaluation, for each track, we performed eight races using eight different starting grids. The first starting grid was based on the
scores achieved by the controllers during the qualifying. In the
next seven races, the starting grid was generated by shifting the
previous grid as follows: the drivers in the first seven positions
were moved backward by one position, while the driver in the
4http://www.wdbee.gotdns.org:8086/SIMPLIX/SimplixDefault.aspx
5http://www.formula1.com/
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The second stage of the evaluation process was performed
including all the submitted entries, as they are fewer than the
eight available slots. Accordingly, for each track, we ran only six
races instead of the eight planned. Table IV reports the scores of
all the entries in each track. The winner of the qualifying stage is
also the winner of this second stage: in fact, the entry of Butz and
Lönneker achieved overall the highest score winning the first leg
of the championship. However, as can be noted, the differences
among the drivers are now dramatically reduced and, except for
the first two positions, the results in Table IV do not confirm the
results of the qualifying (Table IV).

B. Results of the Second Leg (The 2009 ACM GECCO)
last position was moved to the first position. As a result, every
driver had the chance to start the race in every position of the
grid. For each track, the final score of a driver was computed as
the median of its scores over the eight races performed on the
same track. Note that only this score was considered for the purpose of the championship.

A. Results of the First Leg (The 2009 IEEE CEC)
The first leg of the championship was part of the competition
program of the 2009 IEEE CEC, chaired by Simon Lucas.
It involved two tracks taken from the TORCS distribution
(Michigan Speedway and Alpine 2) and one track (Corkscrew)
available from the Speed Dreams website,6 a fork of the TORCS
project. We received five submissions respectively from 1) Enrique Onieva and David A. Pelta (Section V-A), 2) Martin V.
Butz and Thies D. Lönneker (Section V-B), 3) Diego Perez and
Yago Saez (Section V-D), 4) Jan Quadflieg and Mike Preuss
(Section V-E), and 5) Chung-Cheng Chiu (Section V-F). To
compare the new submissions with the previous editions, we
also included the champion of the previous competition by
Luigi Cardamone (Section V-C) to the pool.
Table IV reports the results of the qualifying stage and includes (as a reference) the performance of the example driver
(SimpleDriver) distributed with the competition software and
the best hand-coded controller provided in TORCS (Berniw). All
the submitted controllers outperformed the driver provided with
the competition software. This result per se represents an improvement with respect to the previous competitions [34] where
only few entries performed better than the simple controller.
More importantly, for the first time, a competitor (i.e., the driver
by Butz and Lönneker) was able to outperform one of the fastest
bots with full information access (Berniw) in two tracks out
of three. The same driver was also clearly the best performing
among the six entries, whereas there was no clear difference
among the other drivers. However, there was an overall improvement with respect to the previous edition in that the previous
champion scored worse than all the competitors except for Perez
and Saez (see Table IV).
6http://speed-dreams.sourceforge.net/

The second leg was organized in conjunction with the 2009
ACM GECCO. It involved three tracks available in the TORCS
distribution (Dirt 3, Alpine 2, and E-Road) and, for the first time,
a rather challenging dirt track was included. We received five additional submissions (see Section V-F) from 1) Paolo Bernardi
and colleagues, 2) Dana Vrajitoru and Charles Guse, 3) Ka Chun
Wong, 4) Witold Szymaniak, and 5) Jorge Munoz. In addition,
we received updates from four teams: 1) Butz and Lönneker, 2)
Perez and Saez, 3) Cardamone, and 4) Onieva and Pelta.
Table V reports the results of the qualifying stage. When compared to the results of the first leg, the performance of the top
controllers is now much closer, whereas the difference between
the top controllers and the other ones is more evident. The top
controllers are still very competitive with respect to Berniw, one
of the best programmed controllers available in TORCS. In fact,
the driver by Butz and Lönneker outperforms Berniw on the
E-Road track and the driver by Onieva and Pelta has a very similar performance on the Dirt 3 track. Furthermore, all the submitted controllers except two outperformed the SimpleDriver
(the only exceptions being the Chiu’s and the Szymaniak’s controllers in the Dirt 3 track). Unfortunately, during the qualifying
stage, the driver by Quadflieg and Preuss was not able to complete the evaluation process in the E-Road track because the controller software crashed repeatedly during the process. Accordingly, this controller did not qualify for the second evaluation
stage.
Table VI reports the outcome of the second stage. Surprisingly, the results did not confirm the outcome of the first
stage completely in that the fastest controller (Butz and Lönneker) was outperformed by slower controllers. The analysis
of the videos from the races suggests that slower controllers
implemented a better opponent and crash management than
COBOSTAR and they could deal more effectively with complex situations (for instance, during the race start). As a result,
the second leg was won by Onieva and Pelta, who achieved the
highest score over the three races.

C. Results of the Third Leg (The 2009 IEEE CIG)
The final leg was held during the 2009 IEEE CIG. It involved
one track (Forza) from the TORCS distribution and two tracks
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TABLE V
RESULTS OF THE QUALIFYING OF THE 2009 GECCO LEG; STATISTICS ARE MEDIANS OVER TEN RUNS

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF THE SECOND STAGE OF THE 2009 GECCO LEG;
SCORES ARE MEDIANS OVER EIGHT RACES

and the driver by Onieva and Pelta confirmed to be the best controllers: the final leg was won by Butz and Lönneker, who scored
just one point more than Onieva and Pelta.
D. Final Standings
Table IX reports the scores of the three legs and the final
score achieved during the three legs of the championship in the
final standings of the championship. Enrique Onieva and David
Pelta won the 2009 Simulated Car Racing Championship. COBOSTAR, by Butz and Lönneker, which won the first and third
leg, was the runner up. The winner of the previous competition
held at the 2008 IEEE CIG, by Luigi Cardamone, finished in
third place, followed by all the other drivers that entered the
championship from the beginning.

(Buzzard Raceway and Migrants) from the Speed Dreams website.7 We received two additional submissions from 1) Marc
Ebner and Thorsten Thiede, and 2) Wolf-Dieter Beelitz. We also
received updates from 1) Butz and Lönneker, 2) Perez and Saez,
3) Onieva and Pelta, 4) Munoz, and 5) Quadflieg and Preuss.
Table VII reports the results from the qualifying rounds. As
can be noted, the results are similar to the ones of the second leg
held at the 2009 GECCO (Table V). However, the gap between
the best controllers and the other ones is now significantly reduced. Most importantly, all the drivers outperformed the SimpleDriver in all the tracks and the top controllers performed similarly or even better than Berniw (e.g., in the Migrants track).
Table VI reports the results from the actual races. Interestingly,
the results of the races are coherent with the results of the qualifying rounds. In particular, the driver by Butz and Lönneker
7http://speed-dreams.sourceforge.net/

E. Discussion
The quality of the controllers submitted to the championship
is encouraging. All the controllers performed significantly
better than the participants of the previous editions. The best
competitors performed similarly to Berniw, one of the best
controllers distributed with TORCS. Interestingly, most of the
competitors significantly improved their performance along the
championship. In particular, the best performing drivers in the
championship were also the ones that improved their opponents
and crash management capabilities the most.
VII. LESSONS LEARNED
In this section, the organizers would like to share what they
believe they have learned from the organization of the 2009 Simulated Car Racing Championship.
A. On the Development Process
Since the 2008 WCCI, the simulated car racing competition
has been based on TORCS and used the same API so that all the
controllers submitted so far could be compared directly. This allowed the competitors to evolve and tune their approaches over
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TABLE VII
RESULTS OF THE QUALIFYING OF THE 2009 CIG LEG; STATISTICS ARE COMPUTED AS THE MEDIAN OVER TEN RUNS

TABLE VIII
RESULTS OF THE SECOND EVALUATION STAGE OF THE 2009 CIG LEG;
SCORES ARE COMPUTED AS THE MEDIAN OVER EIGHT RACES

a long timespan and to compare their controllers with the competitors of the previous editions. As a result, the performance of
the submissions improved significantly over time: the winners
of the 2009 championship outperform the winners of the 2008
competitions with a good margin, and are competitive with one
of the best controllers provided with TORCS (Berniw) despite
the fact that they have access to less information. In fact, while
our competitors have access to a rather simple sensory model
(Section IV), the controllers provided with TORCS have access
to accurate and complete knowledge about the whole track geometry, about the physics of the car (e.g., the friction of the tires,

TABLE IX
FINAL STANDINGS OF THE 2009 SIMULATED CAR RACING CHAMPIONSHIP

the weight of the car, the power of the brakes, etc.), and about
position and speed of the opponents.
The results of the championship showed significant improvements of the controllers submitted in terms of reliability and
overtaking/opponent management. While early controllers frequently crashed and sometimes failed to get back on track (especially when faced with tracks dissimilar to those they had been
trained on), the best controllers now rarely crash and always get
back on track quickly. In addition, while early controllers often
slammed straight into their opponents, the best controllers now
keep a safe distance from opponents and choose better opportunities for overtaking. Drawing on the body of work submitted to
the simulated car racing competitions and the results obtained,
we make the following observations.
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1) Offline optimization works: All the best drivers had their
parameters tuned using an evolutionary algorithms (e.g.,
to evolve the weights of a neural network or to tune the
parameters of a hand-coded controller) while hand-tuned
controllers were mainly found at the bottom of the league
table (Table IX).
2) Online learning works: Several competitors included some
simple form of online learning to remember previous crash
situations so as to adapt their driving style (e.g., by slowing
down) in subsequent laps. These mechanisms were usually
built on top of an existing controller and worked according
to a subsumption-like mechanism. Whether a more sophisticated mechanism of online learning might be practical is
still an open issue, as none of the competitors took such
type of approach.
3) Imitation still needs work: Some competitors tried to develop drivers by imitating human players using forms of
supervised learning. However, the performance was limited and the approach has been abandoned by most of the
participants. This is coherent with the published works
which show that, in car racing, imitation-based learning
generally fails to produce competitive controllers (e.g., [4],
[35], and [5]).
B. On the Organization
The championship has been a success both in quantitative
terms (for the number of submitted controllers, of attendees at
the competition sessions, of mentions in the media, etc.) and
in qualitative terms (the scientific quality of the controllers was
rather high as demonstrated by the several related publications
[35], [30], [24], [11]). Based on their three years experience with
car racing competitions, the organizers would like to draw the
following considerations.
1) It takes time: To begin with, organizing a competition takes
time. The competition software needs to be debugged, optimized, and streamlined.
2) Make it worthwhile: Competitions are typically run as
standalone events. When faced with the announcement of
a new competition, researchers have to decide whether the
investment is worth and ask themselves several questions.
Do they have a chance to win? Will they publish from
it? Will there be another edition? Will they find enough
information and support?
We believe that successful competitions need to be run as
a series, evolving gradually. Competitors need time to develop and tune their contributions. New competitors, who
have not taken part in previous editions will get enticed by
seeing and reading about a competition and join a later edition, bringing fresh ideas. Later editions of a competition
will thus almost always have more and better contributions.
The competition software should be as backwards compatible as possible, so that contributions to earlier editions can
easily be entered in new editions of a competition. A complete break with tradition (rules and/or API) should only
be made when there is a very compelling reason, such as
the problem being essentially solved and not much further
improvement can be expected.

3) It is about simplicity and being open: The competition
software must provide a very simple interface (API) to attract as many competitors as possible. It must also provide
simple examples of controllers and training algorithms,
so that it should take little effort to get started with the
competition. The competition software should be open to
any programming language and to any operative system.
In fact, some of the best controllers of this championship
were written in C++, others in Java (in an earlier edition of
the competition, one competitor used Perl), while our competitors developed both on Linux and Windows (unfortunately, we were not able to provide a Mac environment due
to some compiling issues with TORCS). Finally, competition software should be open. In fact, there are no downsides to having the competition software be open source,
only upsides, as competitors can help out with debugging
the package, and can get an understanding of how it works
faster and without asking the organizers (less effort for the
latter). Accordingly, submissions should also be mandatory open sourced, as being able to inspect the winning
entries increases the value of the competition for the scientific community, and also works as an extra safeguard
against the unlikely possibility of cheating.
4) It is about the Students: In our experience, game-related
competitions make for excellent student assignments, at
all levels. Most of the best submissions we received involved Ph.D. students. In addition, we have been told that
the single competitions have also been used as student assignments in several courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels.
5) It is about learning: Finally, the organizers would like to
point out that this competition, in its current form, is not
meant to (and cannot) measure the performance of learning
algorithms. Nevertheless, it still gives researchers a good
chance to prove that learning algorithms are effective, as it
is in principle possible for a nonlearning algorithm to win
the competition.
VIII. OUTLOOK
The simulated car racing competitions will continue, given
that there is suitable interest from the academic community. Our
aim is to take the simulated car racing competition a step further,
but, at the same time, to keep the API and the rules as similar as
possible to the ones used in previous editions. This will allow
previous competitors to enter the new competition with almost
no additional effort. In particular, we plan to extend the current
setup of the competition as follows. First, we will provide a more
modular implementation of the sample controller to simplify
as much as possible the development of an entry based on it.
Second, we will extend the sensory inputs, adding also noise.
Third, the effectors will be extended to include the control of the
clutch. In addition, we will increase the number of laps of the
race so that damage control will become a much more relevant
factor. Finally, we will introduce a warm-up stage, where the
controllers will race alone on the track before being evaluated.
The aim of the warm-up stage is to encourage the application
of online learning techniques that may allow the optimization
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of the controllers for the track before the actual evaluation takes
place.
Besides the main simulated car racing competition, we think
that other forms of simulated car racing competition might be
interesting. In particular, specific competition tracks might focus
on the game content generation, on developing an adaptive AI,
and on improving the user game experience.
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